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TOP NEWS

“THE COACH - MTB” FILMED IN VAL DI
FASSA TODAY ON BIKE CHANNEL

Mirko Celestino and Mirko Mordenti in Val San Nicolò during shooting the
episode of "The Coach - mtb" in Val di Fassa

Who will be the winner of the first edition of the new reality by Bike
Channel? Some significant clues watching the tonight episode at 10 p.m.
(channel 214 on Sky) of “TheCoach - mtb” popular TV show filmed at the
end of May in Val di Fassa. The format includes two teams competing on
their MTBs: team leaders are famous bikers such as Mirko Celestino and
Luca Bramati who train for three months two bike-passionate: Mirko
Mordenti and Emanuele (Lele) Andreello. The coaches train the bikers
to the final competition “100 km dei Forti di Lavarone” (filmed on14
June 2015). The two teams took advantage of the wide offer of bike
trails of Val di Fassa such as the Bike Park del Belvedere, Mortic circuit
and Val San Nicolò path along the cycling way to get ready and reach
the top shape.

Today in the valley
“ANGELI MUSICANTI” SANTA GIULIANA CHURCH

Itineraries
FROM CAMPITELLO TO CHERPEI

TOURIST OFFICE - VIGO 9.30 A.M.

From the carachteristic centre of Campitello, along Strèda de
Morandin and then along Strèda de Col da Faé streets, cross the
most ancient area of the village. Leave Strèda de Col da Faé street
coverin, for few metres, Strèda de Cherpei street and going then
straight along Strèda deCrousc. Beside the last house ascend along
a short ramp. Beyond it, keeping the right, go towards the ski-lift
along a narrow road skirted by bunches. Before reaching it, follow
the grassy track that leads to the old lifts' track, around ten metres
down the last pillar. Go back to the narrow road to reach, along a
light ramp, the hill of Cherpei. The place is well-shaded and ideal
to let children play . Come back to the village along the same
track.

Guided visit to the church dedicated to the saint patron of the valley
and inauguration of the exhibit by Rosanna Pellicani.

“VAL DI FASSA RUNNING” IS MINI
STARTING BY SUNNY BAR -PERA 5.30 P.M.

Competition for young promises of running around the village with
final Nutella Party.

THE HISTORY OF CANAZEI IN IMAGES
TOWN HALL - CANAZEI 9 P.M.

Showing his wide collectionof historic images, collected during more
than forty years, FiorenzoPerathoner tells the changes occurred to
the village over the last decades.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
2 JULY 8.30A.M. - CANAZEI

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN FARMS
FARMERS’LESSON ON THE PASTURES OF CONTRIN (PAID ACTIVITY).
2 JULY 3P.M. - MOENA

THE SWEET LIFE OF BEES
GUIDED STROLL TO DISCOVER BEES AND THEIR SWEET HONEY.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECKPOINT (PAID ACTIVITY).

Did you know that...
The path that links Passo Fedaia to Passo Pordoi was used by the
flour merchants from Belluno to cross the valleys quickly, avoiding
the valley bottom. The flour was usually given in change of
craftsmanship objects around the Ladin valleys.That's why this
track is called "Viel dal Pan". Giving importance to this track, from
where you can have a unique sight over Marmolada, the German
doctor, Karl Bindel, president of Bamberga "Doav-Cai", covered it
at the end of the 19th Century and took care of its arrangement.

3 JULY 9.30A.M. - VIGO

MTB ALONGTHE WONDERS PATH
EASY MTBIKE GUIDED EXCURSION. ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK
POINT (PAID EXCURSION).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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